
We need a workers’ government that will fight for the specific demands of working 
people and the youth – 

Not for what we are told is possible within the limits of the capitalist system 
 
Biden’s recent European tour, which took him from the G7 meeting to the European Union and NATO, is highly 
significant. 

He kept repeating that “America is back”, his own version of Trump’s “America first”. During his tour, Biden 
made it clear that as far as US capitalism is concerned, it was about strengthening ties and ensuring that the 
major European powers maintain their unwavering submission to Washington. 

In line with Trump’s policy, he ordered the G7 summit to designate China as the main target and to support 
capitalism’s offensive against state ownership in China. The G7’s final communiqué went so far as to suggest 
that China is responsible for the global pandemic, calling for “a Covid-19 Origins study, including (…) in China”, 
and warned Russia to “stop its destabilising behaviour”.  

In line with its mission, NATO faithfully hammered home the point, saying that the “multifaceted threats [and] 
systemic competition from assertive and authoritarian powers” such as China and Russia must be “confronted”.  

So it is pretty clear: “America is back”, and in its name, Biden demands that its allies – especially Britain – fall in 
line. This is what the most powerful bourgeoisie in the world needs as it faces the crisis of the capitalist system, 
a crisis whose magnitude can be seen in the events in Palestine, Colombia, the Sahel, Chile and Peru, to name 
but the most recent.  

Why did Biden need to tighten the screws? Because defending and promoting the US economy requires a 
further sharpening of international competition, even with its allies; but also because the screws are coming 
loose under the pressure of workers and peoples who are looking for ways and means to resist. Organised 
workers and oppressed peoples around the world are resisting against the same attacks on their basic 
democratic rights, their working and living conditions, and even on their very lives. They are facing the same 
attacks by the same capitalist system and “world order”, implemented by governments of every political colour, 
including by those who traditionally claim to represent the interests of the workers, but who through their 
actions endorse capitalism’s failed economic and political system. 

The State of Israel’s recent attacks on the Palestinian people in Gaza is nothing new. What is different this time 
is the united response by Arab and Jewish Israelis, rejecting the limits of what they are told is possible: the so-
called “two-state solution”. But what is also different is the scale of the anger and solidarity expressed by 
organised workers and activists for labour and democratic rights around the world, demonstrating once again 
that the class struggle against capitalism is international. 

That resistance is being expressed here in the UK, where the crisis of the capitalist system is embodied by the 
crisis of the Tory government and the British political institutions – including the Labour Party.   

What happened in the UK on 6 May is another expression of this process. One important element was the 
Labour Party leadership’s refusal to respect the result of the 2016 referendum, when large sectors of the 
working class rejected the call to vote Remain by the Labour Party and TUC leaderships and voted to leave both 
the European Union and its “free market” policies. Keir Starmer was one of the main organisers of a call for a 
second referendum by the LP, which was not resisted by then-party leader Jeremy Corbyn. This refusal to break 
with the EU, its institutions and its policies laid the foundation for Labour’s “national unity” policy, which 
resulted in full support for the policy of a Tory government that has maintained the arsenal of anti-working-
class provisions and regulations which had been put in place under the EU. 

The decision of the Labour Party leadership to put the so-called “national interest” above the interests of the 
working class and youth is the key element of the workers’ rejection of Labour on 6 May. A big part of Labour 
being defeated in Hartlepool and losing 327 council seats (and control of 8 local councils) was Starmer’s failure 
to provide any opposition to the Tory government for the previous 15 months of the Covid-19 crisis, consistently 
siding with the capitalist institutions and turning his back on working people as they fought to survive; and even 
– as was the case with the teaching unions’ refusal to re-open schools in unsafe health conditions – explicitly 
endorsing the government’s attacks on organised workers. It is no accident that the Labour vote was strongest 
in areas where the local representation (e.g. Wales, Salford) was perceived to be responsive to what working 
people need.  



It is this same process that recently resulted in a resounding defeat for the previous majority on UNISON’s NEC, 
who had obediently supported the “national interest” position advocated by Starmer and thus gave a free pass 
to the Tory government by opposing any effective struggle on trade union demands – and therefore supporting 
the implementation of EU policies in the UK after Brexit. 

This shift in the majority – unprecedented since UNISON was founded in 1993 – is a first step towards class 
independence imposed by the membership, who have faced decades of privatisation, cuts in public spending 
and the resulting cuts in jobs and wages.  

The Time for Real Change campaign, which played a major role in the victory over a leadership taking orders 
from Starmer/Johnson and not from the membership, said in a statement: “We are determined to change 
UNISON into a force that can protect and improve your terms and conditions at work.”  

This can only mean one thing: that the newly-elected NEC now stops aligning itself with what is needed by 
finance capital and the bosses, and instead organises the fight for the satisfaction of the specific demands drawn 
up by the workers themselves.  

From this point of view, one of the first tests will be the position taken by UNISON’s new NEC on a demand as 
simple and clear as “no cuts in local budgets, whatever they are and wherever they come from”.  

In other words, it's about getting back to what a trade union is all about: fighting for what working people need, 
not what they are told is possible within the limits of the capitalist system. 

And this is true for all organisations claiming to represent the working class.  

Working people and youth in the UK, like working people and youth around the world, are refusing to pay the 
price for capitalism’s crisis. The nurses who – together with their union, the RCN – are demanding an immediate 
wage increase of 12.5 percent, are right. The bus drivers at Go North West (Manchester), the Thurrock refuse 
collectors, the Goodlord workers and so many others fighting against “fire and rehire” are right. And they are 
all right to expect their organisations to fight for their demands fully, without concessions.     

What we need is a workers’ government whose first action will be to satisfy the needs expressed by working 
people and the youth.  

This requires fighting in all parts of the labour movement across the country – in Labour Party branches and 
CLPs, in LP-affiliated union branches, in local Trades Councils and community campaigns – for a government 
that serves the interests of the majority, a government that breaks with the capitalist system which can only 
serve the interests of a privileged minority. 

This is what Labour Internationalist intends to be part of. 
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